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Foreword
Peter Lievens
1Europe Coordinator
Over the past year I have been particularly proud of the
ground-breaking work of our academic and professional
community, who cross the boundaries of cultures, languages,
institutions and disciplines every day to develop true European
joint programmes together. Our Joint Bachelor in European Studies
will recruit the first student cohort in September 2022. Our Joint Doctorate in
Cultural Heritage will launch its courses in February 2022. These both exemplify
the Una Europa commitment to co-developing an educational environment fit
for the Graduates of the Future.
We are very pleased to see the European Degree high on the political agenda
of the French Presidency of the Council of the EU and we are looking forward
to sharing our experience to inform this policy framework. It is the right time for
a strong European Degree framework that acts as an enabler to break down
existing bottlenecks at national levels and supports universities across Europe
in their ambition to make joint degrees a reality.
In the area of life-long learning, we have also taken the first concrete steps with
our Joint Micro-Credentials in Sustainability and a Life Long Learning Certificate
in Data Science and AI. These flexible and inclusive pathways to high-quality
learning experiences embody the Una Europa guiding pedagogical principles of
multidisciplinary, multilingual and research-based education.

James Smith

Chair of Una Europa Board of Directors

We are delighted to have recently welcomed Leiden
University as the newest member of the Una Europa
alliance. As one of the leading international research
universities in Europe, Leiden University will strengthen our
joint research capacity and also create exciting new opportunities
for our students, including the further development of flexible learning
pathways, innovative online and blended learning and mobility models.
This is a crucial time for Una Europa, as we start to prepare the next phase of
our alliance for the further roll-out of the European Universities Initiative and our
broader Una Europa 2030 Strategy, where we are co-developing our vision with
the Una Europa community. At the same time, we continue to invest in and
further develop our governance structures to ensure representation of all
stakeholders, which is key to ensuring the long-term sustainability of our alliance
and building a true sense of belonging in our communities.
As we continue into the next phase of Una Europa, I am particularly looking
forward to further developing our collaboration with partners around the world,
especially institutions on the African continent, to tackle global challenges
together and achieve impact globally.

Delivering our
ambition
Funded among the first pilots of the European Universities Initiative,
the 1Europe Project is transforming Una Europa ambitions
into reality, testing Joint Innovative Formats for Education and
Mobility at several study levels and in different focus areas.

1. Joint Bachelor in European Studies

2. Joint Doctorate in Cultural Heritage

3. Joint Workshops in Cultural Heritage

4. Micro-credentials in Sustainability

5. Life Long Learning Certificate in Data Science and Artificial Intelligence
6. Una Europa Challenges

7. Una Europa Summer School in One Health
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Joint Bachelor in
European Studies
As of autumn 2022, the first cohort of Una Europa students will be
enrolled in the Joint Bachelor in European Studies, the first of its
kind on the educational landscape in Europe.

Delivering our ambition

+ Lead University

KU Leuven

+ Open to

EU and non-EU students

+ Multilingual

Courses in English and local languages; language courses
included in the study programme

+ Innovative

Jointly developed programme, jointly taught courses
and co-supervised bachelor thesis

+ Multidisciplinary

Multidisciplinary approach to European Studies, introductions
to different disciplines, methods course, research track
and internship

+ International

Three mobility semesters

+ Structure

Three years, six semesters and 180 ECTS

+ Starting date

September 2022
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Joint Doctorate in
Cultural Heritage
Una Europa’s Joint Doctorate in Cultural Heritage (Una-Her-Doc)
will kick-off in Spring 2022 and paves the way for Una Europa joint
Doctoral programmes.

Delivering our ambition

+ Lead University

Paris 1 Panthéon – Sorbonne

+ Open to

Una Europa doctoral candidates

+ Multilingual

Courses and PhD thesis in English and local languages;
language courses included in the programme

+ Innovative

Double PhD; 4 Una Europa universities on the Expert
Committee; all Una Europa universities issuing
the Joint Una Europa certificate.

+ Multidisciplinary

Four Transnational Research Teams:
1) Heritage, Global migration and Mobility;
2) Heritage and Digitization of Society;
3) Social Capital, Mutuality and Volunteering;
4) Safeguarding Cultural Heritage

+ International

Minimum 12 mobility months in the host university.
Research stays, internships, PhD workshops, and seminars
at different institutions

+ Structure

3-4 years, 30 ECTS of Una Europa contents co-created
by the eight partners, besides the offer of home
and host universities

+ Starting date

February 2022
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Joint Workshops
in Cultural Heritage
Doctoral researchers across Una Europa universities have already
attended two Joint Workshops in Cultural Heritage, organized
in Paris (May 2021), Bologna and Krakow (November 2021).
As of Spring 2022, the Doctoral Workshops will be fully embedded
in the Una Europa Joint Doctorate in Cultural Heritage.

Delivering our ambition

+ Lead University

Paris 1 Panthéon – Sorbonne

+ Open to

Una Europa doctoral candidates

+ Multilingual

English as working language

+ Innovative

Virtual and blended short-term mobility of early
stage researchers

+ Multidisciplinary

Digital Cultural Heritage: Mobilities, Mutuality
and Heritage Futures

+ International

Parallel workshops in Helsinki and Edinburgh

+ Structure

Common online event pre-workshop; 3 parallel days
of physical workshop; ECTS according to institutional
regulations

+ Starting date

30 May 2022
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Micro-credentials
in Sustainability
Flexibility is one of the key features of Una Europa offerings.
Highly prominent on the EU policy agenda, micro-credentials are
also being tested by Una Europa. With the Micro-credentials in
Sustainability, Una Europa allows learners to build a learning path
adapted to their individual needs.

Delivering our ambition

+ Lead University

University of Helsinki

+ Open to

Students with a bachelor’s level degree

+ Multilingual

All courses in English

+ Innovative

Stackable MOOCs complemented by synchronous
teaching in online international environment

+ Multidisciplinary

Critical thinking, SDGs, problem solving, holistic
understanding of sustainability and three multidisciplinary
pillars – environment, society and economy.

+ International

International learning across the MOOCs offered by several
Una Europa universities

+ Structure

Up to 1,5 years, up to 4 MOOCs, up to 20 ECTS

+ Starting date

October 2022
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Life Long Learning
Certificate in Data Science
and Artificial Intelligence
The Life Long Learning Certificate in Data Science and Artificial
Intelligence focuses on training professionals from different
backgrounds with an interest in multidisciplinary approaches
to IT and data.

Delivering our ambition

+ Lead University

Università di Bologna

+ Open to

Professionals from different industry sectors with general
IT literacy

+ Multilingual

Courses in English and local languages, with multilingual
support

+ Innovative

Upskilling the European workforce across different sectors
to become data-aware knowledge workers

+ Multidisciplinary

Multidisciplinary approach to data, computational thinking,
analytics, decision-making, ethics and social impact

+ International

Online teaching and tutoring, followed by one week of
on-campus courses in Bologna

+ Structure

Nine weeks, three modules (9 ECTS)

+ Starting date

May-July 2022 for online courses;
September 2022 for on-site module.
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Una Europa Challenges
Initiated in early 2020 in response to the Covid-19 pandemic,
Una Europa Challenges have become a flagship format for virtual
mobility and will be delivered in their third edition in April 2022.

Delivering our ambition

+ Lead University

University of Helsinki

+ Open to

Una Europa students of all levels

+ Multilingual

English and local languages

+ Innovative

Tackling real-life challenges via an Open Innovation
Design process

+ Multidisciplinary

Multidisciplinary challenges related to diversity
and inclusion, integration and participation

+ International

Central coordination, transnational teams and impact
on local communities and stakeholders

+ Structure

One month, local hubs and transnational teams

+ Starting date

April 2022
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Una Europa Summer
School in One Health
The first Una Europa Summer School in One Health will take place
in Summer 2022, providing an innovative opportunity for students to
connect with the Una Europa external ecosystem and engage with
Una Europa networks.

Delivering our ambition

+ Lead University

University of Edinburgh

+ Open to

Up to 60 undergraduate students from Una Europa
and beyond

+ Multilingual

All activities in English

+ Innovative

Co-creating solutions to One Health global challenges
while pioneering sustainable summer school formats

+ Multidisciplinary

Multidisciplinary and critical approach to One Health,
Planetary Health and SDGs; development of
employability skills

+ International

A two-week multicultural experience for international
students and educators

+ Structure

16 hours per week of academic programme, seminars,
guest lectures, teamwork and social activities

+ Starting date

25 July 2022

Una Europa programmes and initiatives
are built on a strong set of innovative,
multilingual, multicultural and
multidisciplinary elements. Representing
the concrete added value of our alliance,
these elements inspire our Una Europa
community of students, academics,
professional staff and management
to build a European University of
the Future.

Una Europa strives to offer a wide range
of high quality programmes and courses,
currently under development:

Cultural
Heritage
Joint Bachelor
Joint Master
Joint Doctorate
Joint PhD Workshops
Joint Micro-credentials
(with ECTS)
Joint Life Long
Learning Certificate
Joint MOOCs
Summer School
Online Joint
Teaching Units
Challenge-based
learning

European
Studies

Sustainability

Data Science
& AI

One Health

KU Leuven Campus Brussels
Warmoesberg 26
1000 Brussels - Belgium
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Keep up to date with
1Europe and Una Europa online
Twitter
LinkedIn
Youtube
Instagram
Facebook
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